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PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURES

By Martin B. Biles and J. A. Putnam

SUMMARY

The use of a consolidated porous medim as a gas-metering device
and for determination of gas viscosity has been investigated over a
moderate range of temperature and pressure. With normal laboratory
techniques it appears possible to calibrate large porous Alundum fil-
tering thimbles to meter gas with a probable error of 0.1 to 0.2 per-
cent. The geometry of such elements permits an appreciable range ofA
gas flow rate to be metered with small, accurately controlled, pres-
sure drops. The advantages of such a device warrant its use as a

. laboratory instrument.

Results of the flow tests have been employed in the determination
of the viscosity of air up to approximately 900 pounds per square inch
absolute at the two test temperatures of 75° and 5170 F. These data
appear to check sufficiently well with other published viscosity data
to justify the use of this method as a recommended procedure.

INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of this report is to present the results of
a laboratory investigation designed to determine the factors involved
in the employment of porous mdiums as laboratory metering devices for
gas flow. Preliminary inspection and analysis of the laws governing
gas flow through such substances suggest that they would serve ideally
in this capacity. The linearity of the flow characteristics, as speci-
fied by Darcy~s law, should prove to be an especially attractive advantage
in control of the flow.

A second application of the results of the porous flow tests is the
. determination of the viscosity of gases at high temperatures and pres-

sures. In this latter analysis the recent hypothesis of Klinkenberg
(reference 1) suggests a method of conveniently determining these data.4
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SYMBOLS

gross cross-sectional area of flow, square feet

constant (+_LPm/6R)

effective pore diameter of Poro~ medium feet

Fanning friction factor, dimensionless

acceleration due to gravity) feet per second

permeability of porous material, darcys or millidarcys

apparent permeability of porous material, darcys or
millidsrcys

permeability of porous material to liquids, darcys or
millidarcys

thickness of porous material or distance in direction of
flow, feet

porosity of porous material, void volume dividedby
bulk VOIUIW

absolute pressure, pounds per square inch absolute

a~ithmetic mean of pressures P1 and P2, pounds per

square inch absolute

absolute pressure at entrance to capillaries

absolute pressure at exit from capillaries

pressure differential across capillaries,pounds per square
inch

volumetric flow
are& (Q/A)

volumetric flow

rate per unit gross cross-sectional

rate, cubic feet per second

.
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. Qm
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T

Tm

v

Vm

w
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P

PO = P/RT

volumtric flow rate corrected to mean temperature and
pressure conditions, cubic feet per second

radius of capillaries feet

temperature, ‘K

mean air temperature, OF

velocity of flow through capillaries, feet per second (Q/mA)

velocity of flow through capillaries corrected to mean
temperature and pressure conditions

s~ecific weight of fluid flowing, pounds per cubic foot

specific weight of fluid flowing corrected to mean
temperature and pressure conditions

distance measured in direction of flow, feet

absolute viscosity of fluid flowing, pound seconds per
square foot

coefficient of friction of gas, a constant of walls and
of gas, dimensionless

mass density of fluid flowing, slugs per cubic foot

FLOW OF FLUIDS THROUGH

A POROUS MEDIUM

IIAFK!Y’sLAw

.

The granular materials in a porous =dium form a solid framework
within which the voids form the fluid passages. These passages vary
ip size and shape and are interconnected. Accordingly, the problem
becomes one of nonuniform flow. Theoretically, the,problem is covered
by the classical hydrodynamics, at least in the viscous flow regi~.

. However, the formal solution of the basic equations is a hopeless task
owing to the intricate geometrical boundaries of the multiple connected
maze of capillary channels. By considering the porous aggregate mac-

. roscopicall.yas a continuous medium for fluid transmission, the detailed
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structure with its tremendous internal surface area can be aversged out
and replaced ~amically by an equivalent continuous and.uniform medium

.

with a fluid-transmission coefficient, or permeability K, as defined
by equation (l). .

The quantitative theory of the flow of homogeneous fluids through
porous mediums was initially developed by Ikrcy in 1856 (see refer-
ence 2). In a series of classical experiments Darcy studied the flow
of water through sand filters and found that the volumetric rate of
flow through a porous body is directly propo~ional to the cross-
sectional area of flow and the head loss ac?bss the faces of the body
and inversely proportional to the thictiess of the .mediw and the
absolute viscosity of the fluid, provided the nature of the flow is

.—

hmina r. This empirical law can be expressed analytically in the fozm

where
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volume flux per unit gross area of mediw (Q/A)

total volume rate of flow

gross area of cross section normal to flow

specific weight of fluid

absolute viscosity of fluid

(1)

gradient of hydraulic potential.or head at point where q
is determined (negative si~ denotes decreasing potential
in direction of flow)

distance in direction of flow

absolute pressure

elevation in gravitational field

permeability of medium

.—

.-

—
.-

—

The effective flow boundaries of the system are those which define
.

the extent-of the porous medium rather thanthe myriad internal particle
.
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surfaces.. The structure of the medium is characterized by the perme-
ability K. In principle, it is to be considered as a function only of
the space coordinates and is locally independent of the nature of the

. fluid so long as the latter is in a single phase. The viscosity ~ is
the only property of the fluid which is dynamically significant.

The standard unit of permeability of a porous”medium to fluids is
the “darcy,” which is defined as the rate of flow in milliliters per
second of a fluid of 1 centipoise viscosity through a cross section of
1 square centimeter of a porous medium under a pressure gradient of
1 atmosphere (76.0 cm of mercury) per centimeter and conditions of vis-
cous flow. For convenience, a subunit, the millidarcyj equaling
0.001 darcy, is often used. As canbe seen from equation (l), the
permeability constant K has the dimensions of length squared. Accord-
ingly, the following conversion factors will be useful:

Darcys x 1.062 x 10-U = Square feet

Darcys x 9.86 x 10-9 = Square centimeters

PERMEABILITY OF POROUS MEDIUM TO LIQUI~ AND CMSES

For liquids flowing horizontally through a porous bed, in the
absence of a free surface, equation (1) may be written in the following
integrated form

Q
I(AAP=——
VL

(2)

where & is the difference in pressure between two parallel faces
. normal to the direction of flow and where L is the distance between

these faces.

For gas flow the variation of specific weight with pressure must be
taken into account in integrating equation (l). For pressure c~nges
which permit use of the perfect gas law equation (1) becomes for iso-
thermal flow

where ~ is
mean pressure

Qm=$

the total volume rate of

existing in the medium.

AP
T (3)

flow evaluated at the arithmetic
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Permeability of Porous Medium to Liquids

Numerous investigatorshave presented experimental evidence substan-
tiating the belief that a permeable substance retains consistent flow
characteristicswith different liquids (references 1 to 3). Klitienberg
made extensive tests with nine different organic liquids and water on
several cores of varying permeabllities and showed that the permeability
was essentially independent of “thenature of.the liquid (reference 1).
Calhoun and Yuster presented similar data on the flow of water and
organic and inorganic liquids through various glass and silica beds and
arrived at the same conclusion (reference 3). These latter authors
efiended their investigationsto the measurement of liquid permeability
over a range of temperatures from 0° to 600 C for several liquids. The
results of these tests show that there is no variation in liquid perme-
ability with temperature. Grunberg and Nissan had previously reported
that liquid permeability should decrease with a decrease in temperature
(reference k). In behalf of their conclusions, Calhoun and Yuster argued
that if any variation with temperature is to be expected, it should be in
the direction of an increase in permeability with temperature. This rea-
soning was based on the probable effect of thermal-expansion character-
istics on the size of the interstices. Inasmuch as their cores were
manufactured from silica and glass, substances with very low thermal
coefficients of expansion, it might be anticipated that the effect of
temperature variatims on permeability would be very small.

.

—

.—

—

-—

.

Permeability of Porous Medium to Gases

Until recent years it had been generally assumed that the perme-
ability of a substance was constant regardless of the phase of the fluid

.—

passing through it. On this assumption it WQS common practice to deter-_ .
mine the permeability of a core with air and apply the res~ts whep other
gases or liquids were passed through the sanE core. As a result of his
investigations in 1941, KLinkenberg showed that (1) the permeability of
a porous bo”~ to liquids and gases will be different, (2) the permeability
will be different for different gases, unless the gases have the same
molecular concentration, and (3) the permeability to gases will depend

.

on the mean pressure of flow. These effects were attributed to the mean ‘ ‘-
free path of the gas molecules, indicating that the permeability of a
porous substance to a gas must be a function of the pressure, temperature,
and nature of the gas.

Theory of slip.- By reference to the kinetic theory of gases it can
be shown that the law of Poiseuille holds until the mean free path of
the molecules approaches the dimensions of the tube through which the
gas is flowing. This will occur when the pressure of the gas Is greatly _ . -
reduced or the dimensions of the tube assume minute proportions. Under -.

.
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these conditions the failure of Poiseuille’s law results from the velocity
at the wall being greater than zero; that is, the gas seems to slip past
the wall. The amount of gas flowing through a tube would then appear to
he greater than the dianeter of the tube would permit. The phenomenon
of slip in a capillary tube can be taken under consideration by applying
a correction to the usual equation of flow. Thus

(%-p2)#1+h
v=

()

—
8PL CR

(4)

If R is large conqmred with hy/cR the correction term can be neg-
lected and the equation reverts to that of Poiseuille. The ratio v/c
is commonly referred to as the “coefficient of slip~’and is proportional
to the mean free path of the gas molecules.

Klinkenberg effect.- ~inkenberg visualized the flow through a porous
substance as that in which all the capillaries in the material are of the
same diameter and are oriented at random throughout the solid substance.
The theory of slip can be applied to such an idealized model to make pos-

●

sible certain qualitative predictions. It has previously been mentioned
that the slip correction is proportional to the mean free path; it can

. further be stated that the mean free path is inversely proportional to

the pressure. The~ ~/ER = b/Pm, where b is a constant. Klinkenberg

applied this result to the flow through the multiple capillaries of a
porous body and rewrote equation (3) in the form

(5’)

where Pm = (pl + p2)/2, and the other symbols are as listed. It beCOllleS

obvious that the apparent permeability of a porous medium to a gas can
be represented by

(6)

.
where Kliq is intended to represent the “true permeability” of the”sub-

stance, or its permeability to liquids.
\

. .
.
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From equations (5) and (6) several im~ortant aspects are deducible.
Referring to figures 1 and 2 it is seen that gas permeability iS a lineu ‘ _
function of the reciprocal mean pressure of the flow. If the curve for
the apparent permeability & is then extrapolated to infinite mean .

pressure, the slip-correctionfactor assumes unit value and the extra-
polation should give the true permeability, as shownhy Kliq. As the

constant b (where b = @Pml eR) is inversely proportional to the

radius of the capillaries, its value might be expected to be small for
mediums of high permeability and large for mEdiums of low permeability.
This response produces the effect shown in figure 1 on the slope of
the K& curve for tight and loose cores. Figure 2 illustrates the

influence of the mean free path of the gas on the value of ~. When

the mean free path is large, b will be correspondingly large and the
curve for ~ will be steep. It is crucial to realize that at the

same temperature the & curve for all gases passing through a partic-

ular core will extrapolate to give %iq” fi any event the gas perme- -.

ability does not depend on pressure difference, so long as the mean
pressure is constant, and viscous flow obtains.

+

RANGE OF VALIDITY OF DARCY’S IAW

For purposes of demonstrating the effects of a continued increase
in the pressuretiop across a ~orous body on the linearity of Darcy’s
law, it is preferable to write equation (3) in the form

g_ Ql# (3a)

If a plot is made of ~lA against AP/L up to very large pressure dif-

ferentials a curve similar to that shown in figure 3 wtll result. The
equation for flow through a porous medium is valid only as long as the
resulting plot of ~~A against AP/L is linear and intersects the

origin. Above a cert’ainMniting pressure drop the curve becomes non-
linear and assumes a concave appearance toward the AP/L-axis. This
produces a lower flow rate than that predicted from Darcy’s law and
indicates that energy is being dissipated at an increased rate within
the capillaries, resulting in the nonlinear velocity-pressure-drop
relationship.

.
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.
If the same quantities, ~/A against AP/L, are plottedon logs.

rithmic coordinates a configuration such as that illustrated in fig-

* ure 4 results. This form of plotting can be employed advantageously
to illustrate the various regimes of flow that can exist in porous
structures. At low pressure differentials the nature of the flow is
viscous and is characterized on this plot by a straight line having a
slope of 450. When the pressure differential is increased beyond the
limits of the viscous regime, the inertia forces caused the flow to
separate from microscopically diverging boundaries with subsequent
formation of eddies which conmme energy at a higher rate than does
strictly laminar motion and the curve will fall away toward the
AP/L-axis. As these eddies develop in all the capillaries the curve
again appears as a straight line, but now at a slope of 26.50 with the
horizontal. Limited experiments indicate that, with a further increase
in the pressure differential, compressibility effects may become impor-
tant and the curve will again bend toward the abscissa. The behavior
in this region may be characterized by the gradual formation of shock
waves in the capillaries so that, at sufficiently high presswe drops,
the curve might be expected to become parallel to the AP/L-axis. The
three portions of the curve will be separated by definite transition

& regions, since inconsistencies in the shapes and sizes of the capil-
laries will prevent sharp transitions. -

.

EXTENSION OF FANNING EQUATION TO

THROUGHA POROUS MEDIUM

FLQW

The Fanning equation, which
loss due to steady fluid flow in
tion, can be applied to the flow
in the form:

is frequently used to compute the head
straight pipes of circular cross sec-
through a porous medium when written

(7)

where f is the Fanning friction factor, a function of the Reynolds
nunber, and De is the effective pore diameter of the porous medium
and may be defined as the diameter of a single uniform capillary which
will discharge the same amount of fluid per unit time under the same
pressure gadient as in the porous medium. Noting that W = WmP/Pm,
w = Wm~lQ~ ~d V = Q/mA, where the subscript m again refers to the

mean flow conditions and the symbol m is the porosity of the medium
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through which flow occurs, equation (7) may be integrated to give the .

result

f _ @em2(~/L) ●

(8)
2W.(&/A) 2

The Reynolds number for the flow of a fluid through a porous body can
be expressed in the form.

VmDeP _ DeWm(~A)
~ (9)

P

To make a correlation between equations (8) and (9) possible, an expres-
sion must be derived for the effective pore size De. This can be readily
accomplished by resorting to the law of Poiseuille}

CIP -34V.=—
dx De2

(10) ‘“ .

where the symbols are as previously defined. Noting that

Q %Pm
v=—’—

mA mAP

and substituting equation (11) into equation (10),

f

P2

J

3@Q#m LM
PdP=---

‘1 mADe2 0

The result of this integration is

(11)

(12)

& 34%...=—
L mADe2

(13)
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. It may be recalled that Darcy’s law can be written

. –=!5AP

L~
“ (14)

In view of the definition of the equivalent pore diameter De, equa-

tions (13) and (14) may be equated, resulting in

If De is to assume the dimnsions of a length, K must be expressed

as the square of a length. Inasmuch aa 1 dsrcy = 1.062x 10-U square
toot, the equation for De may be written

De = 1.843 X 10-~@ (16)

The-1imit of validity of Darcy*s law can be further demonstrated
by plotting values of the friction factor from equation (8) againat the
Reynolds numiberas computed from equation (9). When this is done a plot
such as that shown in figure 5 results. As demonstrated above when the
Reynoldsnumber is below 0.2 expertiental results agree with the curve
for viscous flow in circular pipes. Above a Reynolds number of 0.2 the
results tend to diverge from the Fanning curve, indicating increased
energy losses. This correlation indicates the limit of validity of
Darcy’s law to be at a Reyuolds number of approximately 0.2, when com-
puted as indicated by equation (9). Below this value the flow willbe
independent of the permeability.

LABORAT ORYEXPE RIMENTATI

DESCRIPl?IONOF APPARATIE

General Description

Schematic flow diagrams, photographs, and sectional
equipment employed during the investigation are shown in

.
<

ON

drawings of the
figures 6 to Il.
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Prominent components of the system were the compressor) metering unit)..
manometer, and test meter. Less prominent equipment included the neces-

--

sary tubing, valves, receiver, pressure regulators, heating and cooling
L-

coils, an air-humidifying apparatus used in.conjunctionwith the test -.

meter, and a cathetometer to determine manometer differexrtials.
.

Gas Supply

Air under pressure was supplied by a 5-horseTowerj two-stage com-
pressor capable of delivering approximately 10 cubic feet per minute
of free air at a pressure of 1000 pounds per square inch gage. The gas
was p8SSed through a water-cooled coil for the purpose of condensing
a portion of the accompanying water vapor and thence into a receiver
of approximately 0.75-cubic foot capacity. The receiver was equipped
with a drain for continuous’removal of the accumulated moisture. This
arrangement provided a supply of air containing a moisture content of
0.0002 and 0.00016 part by weight at receiver pressures of 800 and
1000 pounds per square inch gage, respectively. All tests were made
with the receiver pressure maintained within these limits.

—

Control of the gas pressure in the metering’unit was accomplished
by two of the highest-quality pressure regulators. One ~gulator was

&

employed for meter pressures in the range of O to 300 pounds per square
—

inch gage; the second regulator controlled meter pressures above
.-.

300 pounds per square inch gage. It was found that these regulators
sustained sufficiently stable downstream pressure conditions provided
the receiver pressure exceeded the desired metering pressure by

--

300 pounds per square inch gage. When such a differential could not
be maintained because of limitations of the compressor, it was neces-
sary to hold the receiver pressure constant. This was effected by
allowing the compressor to operate continuously during the test and
bleeding off the surplus air.

Provisions for heating

Test-Gas Heating
.

of the test gas to high temperatures were
provided by gas and electrical heating elements. ‘The gas-heating unit ~
consisted of twenty 3-inch-diameter coils of heavy-wall Monel-metal
tubing heated by a large gas burner. Close-fitting guides directed the
hot gases of combustion over the coils. The burner was equipped for

-.

forced primary air supply.

To provide for more accurate control of the test-gas temperature
than could be accomplished by use of the gas heater alone, a 2h-inch
length of stainless-steel tubing connecting the heater to the adjacent

t

metering unit was wrapped with insulated Nichrome resistance tape. By
.
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means of this electrical heating element an additional 700 watts of
. energy could be supplied the test gas. Close control of the electrical

power was provided by a “stove” type step resistor.in conjunction with
a slide wire resistor. The use of both means of heating

. could heat the test gas to over 1000° F.

Metering Unit

simultaneously

The metering unit (fig. 6) was designed to withstand simultaneous
pressure and temperature conditions of 2000 pounds per square inch and
1000° F, respectively. All components were constructed of Inconel metal
to gain the advantages of high-temperature strength characteristics and
uniformity of thermal expansion. Incoming gas was passed immediately
through a filtering and drying assembly. This assembly consisted of
approximately 1 pound of silica gel desiccant packed between two Alundum
disks of 3/16-inch thickness and 1000-millidarcy pe-ability and sup-
ported within an appropriate container. This container was installed
in the metering unit by means of internal threads within the metering
case. Such an arrangement was intended to place the filtering and
drying assembly a minimum distance ahead of the metering element, with
no intermediate external connections or joints. Periodic inspection of4
the desiccant indicated that the drying agent was not necessary if the
receiver pressure exceeded 800 pounds per square inch gage. The desic-

. cant was retained in place throughout the period of the tests because
of its value in removing moisture collecting in the system when not
operating.

The metering e~ement, across which the measurable gas pressure drop
was established, consisted of a large Aiundum filtering thimble. The
use of such thimbles for this purpose offered several advantages. Their
geometry provided a large flow area, small thickness, and good s’trength
characteristics to withstand the pressure differentials. Alundum iS
known to be extremely stable up to high temperatures, thus permitting a
single element to be utilized over a wide temperature range.

Four thimbles with approxtite permeabilities of 200, 60, 15, and
5 millidarcys were manufactured specially for this investigationby
the Norton Co. from the highest-purity Alundum. Preliminary computa-
tions indicated that this group of thimbles would give satisfactory
pressure differentials with atmospheric flow rates in the range 0.2 cubic
foot per minute to ~ cubic feet per minute. No adhesives were used to
bind the particles of.these thimbles, the bonding being accomplished by
firing the material to approximately 3000° F. 13ecauseof this method of
manufacture it was not possible to maintain uniformity of diameter or
wall thickness of the thimbles. The finished products were 12.5 inches
long, varied in diameter from 2.5 to 2.9 inches, and varied in wall
thickness from 1/4 to 3/8 inch. The flow areas ranged from85 to
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90 square inches in the fourthimbles. The yorosity of the Alundum
was approximately 26 percent.

Prior to utilization of these porous thimbles as flow-meter ele-
ments it was necessary to provide a gastight sesl and means of mounting
at the open end of the tube. The following procedure was found to
satisfy these requirements most conveniently: The open face and adja-
cent 1/2 inch of the thimble surface were coated with brass by a metal-
spraying process. Excellent adhesion of the sprayed metal to the
Alundum was attained if the latter was preheated to above 500° F. A
O.010-inch-thick copper sleeve was slipped over the coated end of the
thimble and silver-solderedto the sprayed metal. Thermal stresses
were relieved by performing this operation with the assembly at approxi-
mately 1000° J?. The opposite end of the qo~er sleeve was then fastened
similarly to an appropriate flange. Finally, a perforated steel sup-
porting basket was slipped inside the thimble and welded to the flange.
The sole purpose of this basket was support of the heavy thimble when
the copper sleeve softened under elevated temperatures.

It is to be noted that the pressure differential across the thimble
was such that the gas flowed radially inward through the cylindrical
shell. This was intended as a safeguard against rupturing the Alundum,
since the thimbles are undoubtedly capable““~withstanding a greater
pressure differential if applied to the outside. Photographs of
unmounted and mounted thimbles eppear in fi~es 7 and 8.

Combination thermocouple lead seals and yresswe connections were
manufactured as illustrated in figure 9 and ‘installedupstream and
downstream of the meter element. Sealing of the thermocouple lead@ “.
against the press~e within the meter case was accomplished by passi~
the wires separately through soapstone glands and cz%shing these glands
about the wires. At the higher pressures these seals leaked a minute
quantity of gas, probably because of the porosity of the powdered soap-
stone. The quantity of gas thus escaping was considered negligible.

The exterior of the”meter case was wrapped with three similar Nichrome
resistance strip heaters. Each such heating element was approximately
15 feet in length and could supply up to 1000”watts of energy to the meter
case. Control of the power to these heaters-was accomplished by a Variac
voltage regulator. These heaters proved extremely valuable in brhging
the bulky meter case up to operating temperature and maintaining thermal
equilibrium during the tests. The meter case was covered with 2 inches of
msgnesian pipe insulation installed on top of the resist~nce heaters. _

.—

.

.

:

4 .-.

——

.

—

.—

.
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Manometer

For purposes of determining the pressure drop across the metering
elements a differential manometer was”preferred over other types of
instruments because of the known reliability of such devices and the
relief from performing exacting calibration tests. A high-pressure dif-
ferential manometer was designed and constructed as shown in figure 10.
The outstanding feature of this instrument is that the high-pressure gas
is contained by heavy glass plates, with only the relatively small pres-
sure differential across the meter acting upon the gla5s tubes containing
the manometer fluid. A brief description follows.

All major metal components of the manometer were manufactured from
superior-grade stainless steel. The main body of the unit was constructed

from a solid block of metal of dimensions 2$by 7 by 2 inches. Two

20-inch grooves were milled in the wide face of this block to accommodate
the straight glass tubes. One groove, that of the low-pressure leg, was
equipped with rubber “O” ring-typ seals at each end to seal the tube
from the body. The high-pressure leg was provided with such a seal only

* at the lower end of the tube, the upper end of the tube terminating
unsealed within the groove. At the lower end of the block a drilled
hole, located below the seals, connected the two legs, completing the

. customary “U” of differential manometer legs. A second internal passage
connected the two grooves at a point intermediate between the seals.
This arrangemmt permitted the low-pressure gas to act on the fluid in
the sealed leg and the high-pressure gas to act on the fluid in the
unsealed leg, as well as on the outside of each tube. It is apparent
that this instrument is similar in design to the usual open-leg piezom-
eter with the external pressure on the tubes maintained equal to that
upstream of the metering section. The only pressure differential across
the tubes, or the tube seals, was that across the meter element, a maxi-
mum of 20 inches of mercury.

The external pressure on the tubes was containedby two l-inch-thick
tempered glass plates to permit vision of the tubes. Sealing between the
glass plates and the metal body was accomplished by use of large rubber
“O” ring seals. An appropriate cover supported the glass plates in loca-
tion. Accurate spacers were provided to prevent the glass from contacting
the metal body and to provide the rubber seals with the specified amount
of initial compression. This manometer is considered suitable for pres-
sures to 3000 pounds per square inch gage, which is the recommended pres-
sure limitation for the rubber seals.

. Manometer differentiala were determined with a Wild (Swiss) cathe-
tom-eteraccurate to 0.001 centimeter. Some difficulty was encountered
early in the test program in viewing the mercury meniscuses because of

.
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the recessed position of the glass tubes. .Esrh?emecare was necessary
in lighting the liquid columns because of the possibility of creating

.

shadows on the meniscus which would result in erroneous readings. This
difficulty was eliminated most satisfactorilyby playing a spotlight on -

each column from the approximate elevation of the Colwj thus illumi-
nating the crest of the meniscm. Any attempts made to direct a light ,
downward on the columns resulted in reflections from the meniscuses
which prevented viewing them through the telescope.

The mercury for use in the differential manometer was of the highest
quality obtainable. Before using any of this mercury in the manometer it
was further cleansed by stirring in a quantity of acetone. The fluid.to
be used was then drained from the bottom by means of a pipette. Con-
siderable foreign matter was removed from the mercury by this operation.

—
—

Fressure Determination

The pressure upstream from the metering element was determined by
means of standard dead-weight gages. In order to obtain greater accuracy
of measurement over the range of pressures encountered in these tests}
two dead-weight gages of different scale ratios were emplo~d. One gage, ‘
with a 5:1 ratio and a recommended range of-O to 500 pounds per square
inch absolute, was utilized for pressure determinations of 500 pounds

..

per square inch absolute or less. A second.gage, with a hO:l ratio and
.,

a recommended range of O to 1500 pounds per-square inch absolute was
utilized for pressures above 500 pounds per.square inch absolute. These
gages indicated the static pressure acting on the upstream leg of the
manometer.

For determination of meter flow pressures below the useful range
of the dead-weight gages (20 lb/sq in. gage) a standard open-leg mercury
manometer was installed to indicate the downstream meter pressure.

Flow-Rate Measurement

Volumetric flow rates at atmospheric pressure were determined either
by utilization of a large wet test meter or a volumetric displacement
tank. The wet test meter was manufactured by the American Meter Co., Inc.}
and appeared satisfactory for use with atmospheric gas flow in the range
0.5 cubic foot to 6 cubic feet per minute. This instrument was cali-
brated over this range by means of the volumetric tank mentioned above.

A second method of flow-rate determinationwas that of employing
directly the volumetric displacement tank. This apparatus was manu- .

factured for the specific purpose of calibrating volumetric.flow meters.

.
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It consisted of a 5-cubic-foot copper drum, open at the bottom, which.
could be raised or lowered by the gas pressure acting on the inside of
the tank. Leakage of the gas from beneath the drumwaa prevented by

. an annular water seal, into which the open end of the cylinder sub-
merged when being lowered. An eccentrically mounted counterweight cor-
rected for the displacement of the cylinder, allowing a constant internal
gas pressure to produce a constant rate of ascent, regardless of posi-
tion. A counterweight platform was provided to permit control of the
internal gas pressure by imposing an external lifting force on the drum.
An open-leg manometer was installed to indicate the internal gas pressure.

Prior to ~assing the dry air from the meter unit into either the wet
test meter or the volumetric tank the gas was bubbled through water in
a series of containers. This procedure was followed primarily to humidify
the air and prevent any water in the wet test
causing a change in the calibration. It also
plifying the calculations for volumetric flow
be considered completely saturated 6ubsequent

Piping and Valves

&
All tubing was of 3/8-inch nominal size.

meter from evaporating,
served the purpose of sim-
rate, since the air could
to this bubbling process.

Where high temperatures
were encountered, stainless-steel tubing and fittings tire employed.
For all other conditions, heavy-walled copper tubing was installed.
Steel needle valves were installed adjacent to each regulator and down-
stream from the metering unit. This latter valve served to control the
flow rate through the meter and to throttle the gas to atmospheric pres-
sure for passage through the metering devices.

Experimental Procedure

The laboratory test procedure was devised with intentions of
achieving flow-rate determinations of an accuracy between 1 and 2 parts
in 1000. Extreme care was taken to assure that all data were taken
under comparable conditions and at established equilibrium. The iden-
tical preparation for each test was meticulously followed.

Preparation of Metering Elements

Prior to installation of the mounted thimbles in the neter unit a
standard cleaning and drying technique was employed. One gallon of
clean carbon tetrachloride was forced (under & pressure of 15 to
20 lb/sq in. gage) through the Alundum element for purposes of cleaning..
If the fluid discharged from the interstices was in a discolored condi-
tion the waahing procedure was repeated. The amount of contamination

.
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of the Alundum appeared insignificant. It is believed that the small .
amount of contamination that was present probably originated during
installation of the flanges and was easily removed by the above cleaning
process. Subsequent to the washing procedue the elements were dried . .

in an oven at a temperature of ~0° 1?for a minimum of 5 hours. Upon
—

removal from the oven they were immediately installed in the meter unit
in this warmed condition to forestall any absorption of moisture by the
Alundum.

Air at a temperature above 500° F was passed
periodic intervals ae an added precaution against
any contaminating liquids within the meter unit.

through the system at
the accumulation of

Preparation of System for Low-Temperature Tests

Prior to recording any low-temperature test data the receiver pres-
sure was established at 800 to 1000 pounda per square inch gage and a
minimum of 100 cubic feet pf test gas passed through the system. This
procedure was necessary to establish thermal equilibrium within the
meter unit and to “run in” the wet test meter. It was found that this
instrument would not produce consistent data imiuediatelyfollowing a
period of idleness. During this preparation period, and during the
subsequent tests, the air passing into the receiver was maintained at
a maximum temperature of 600 F to insure satisfactory condensation of
the accompanying water vapor.

Test Procedure, Iow-TemperatureTests

The low-pressure tests were made at meter pressures in the range
16 to 85o pounds per square inch absolute and at flow temperatures in
the range 71° to 800 F. No attempt was made to control the temperatures.
All atmospheric flow data recorded during these tests were obtained
using the wet test meter, although the volumetric displacement tank was
occasionally used for check purposes.

At flow pressures below 35 pounds per square inch absolute the
downstream meter pressure was determined by use of the open-leg manom-
eter. These tests consisted of single runs only. NO attempt was made
to establish a definite mean metering pressux?e,since at these low
pressures it was extremely difficult to adjust the two manometers simul-
taneously to establish a predetermined meter pressure.

At metering pressures greater than 35 pounds per square inch absolute
a different laboratory procedure from that used for the lower-pressure
tests was followed. In this case the upstream pressure was determinedly
one of the two dead-weight gages installed for this purpose. Predetermined

i

.

.

.
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meter pressures were maintained by adding fractional weights to the.
dead-weight gages to correct for the differential pressure across the
metering element. At each predetermined pressure a group of test runs

. was made at varying flow rates within the range of the wet test meter.
These results were then averaged to obtain the flow characteristics for
the particular mean metering pressure.

A normal test run consisted of passing 4 to 20 cubic feet of air
through the system. During the period required for the flow measuxe-
~nt continuous readings were taken of upstream and downstream tempera-
tures, pressures, and pressure differentials. Any variation in these
vslues during the course of the run, or any variation in the tempera-
tures for several minutes thereafter, was cause for repetition of the
run. This latter precaution was considered necessary because of the
probable lag of the thermocouples in indicating unsteady thermal con-
ditions within the m%er case.

Preparation of System for High-Temperature Tests

All flow-rate measurements for the high-teqperatmre tests were
, made utilizing the volumetric displacement tsmk described in the sec-

tion entitled “Laboratory Equipment.” The use of this i~trument was
necessitated by the low atmospheric flow rates encountered during the

. high-temperature runs. This procedure precluded any preliminary
“~-in:t period as was required when the wet test meter was operated.

The heating facilities installed for warming the meter case and
the test gas made the maintenance of thermal equilibrium difficult
unless special precautions were taken. As long as 24 hours of opera-
tion was at times required to attain equilibrium conditions, and this
equilibrium could be quickly upset by changes in the flow rate because
of the considerable heat capacity of the gas heater unit. To circum-
vent partially these difficulties the following procedure was devised
to prepare the system for operation: With no gas flowing, sufficient
power was supplied to the meter-case electrical heaters to maintain
exactly the desired temperatures within. When this power requirement
was established it was continually supplied-to the heaters thereafter.
The gas flow was then started, utilizing only the electrical test gas
heater. ‘Withthis procedure equilibrium could be effected within
several hours following initial gas flow and could he conveniently
maintained provided the weight rate of gas flow was not substantially
altered. No data were recorded unless thermal equilibrium obtained for
a minimum of 1 hour. This eliminated the ~ssibility of a pseudo-
equilibrium condition existing as a result of a temporary equality of

. otherwise fluctuating temperatures.

.
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Test Procedure, High-TemperatureTests
.

The procedure employed during the low-temperature tests was essen-
tially followed.-duringthe high-temperaturetests, except as noted

, below. An open-leg manometer was again installed for determination of
the metering pressures when below 35 pounds ~er square inch absolute.
Dead-weight gages were used when operating at higher pressures.

No attempt was made during the high-temperature tests to make a
series of runs with varying flow rates at a constant predetermined meter
pressure. Such a procedure was not expedient for the high-temperature
runs because of the probability of destroying the established thermal
equilibrium. All runs were made at substantially the same weight rate
of flow for which the system was brought to equilibrium. Precautions
were observed to insure that the temperatures remained constant during
the test and for several minutes following.

DISCUSSIONOFR ESULTS

COMPUTATION PROCEDURES

The computations leading to the final results were accomplished
with the maximum degree of accuracy by means of computing machines. In
general the calculations were extended to the decimal place commensurate
with the accuracy of the observed data. This procedure produced fifth-
place results for the pressure differentials and fourth-place results
for atmospheric flow rates, which comprise the most crucial data recorded
during the tests. Pressure and temperature data were recorded to fourth-
place accuracy.

The most important factor in the computations was the conversion of
the measured atmospheric gas flow rates to the corresponding flow rates
,at mean metering conditions. This conversion required extensive and
accurate pressure-volume-tem~rature data for air. Such data are avail-
able only in limited form in the literature or can be obtained through
considerable computing effort from such Corrected equations of state
as those of Beattie-Bridgemsn,Wohl, or Keyes.

Satisfactory pressure-volume-temperaturedata as required were
obtained from two sources. Those presented in table 1 (taken from
reference 5) were computed from the enthalpy-pressure derivative for
air and from experimental compressibility data. Those presented in
figure 12 were published in graphical formby Crown (reference 6) and
computed from the Beattie-Bridgeman equation. A comparison of values
from these two sources for the volume of air at’70° 1?and from 25 to

—
...

.

.

.

.

—
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1000 pounds per square inch absolute resulted in a maximum deviation of
only 0.065 percent. The usually reliable Beattie-Bridgeman equation
is generally conceded an accuracy of 0.1 percent, indicating that these

9 two sources provide data that are probably within the accuracy of all
experimental measurements, except those of manometer differential
obtained through use of the cathetometer. Where the data of refer-
ence 5 were employed to compute values of ~, the value of the volume,

as given in table 1, that mat closely corresponded to actual test con-
ditions was selected and then corrected to these conditions by use of
the perfect gas law.

For purposes of computing atmospheric flow rates the air passing
through the humidifier into either the wet test meter or the volumetric
displacement tank was considered saturated at the temperature existing
within the particular flow-rate instrument employed.

The differential manometer readings were corrected for the density
of the air above the mercury columns at all pressures. Density values
for mercury were obtained from compressibility data published in the
International Critical Tables (reference 7). Iknsity values for air
were computed from the data presented in table 1. Table 2 shows the

. density of mercury corrected for the density of air at the manometer
conditions encountered during the tests.

.
Substantiated values for the viscosity of air at atmospheric pres-

sure, required for the solution of Dsrcy’s equation, were difficult to
locate in the literature, and those that were available did not agree
throughout the desired temperature range. The viscosity values published
in the International Critical Tables appeared to be the most reliable
and are presented in table 3. These values are for atmospheric pressure
only, and were exclusively used to compute the values of K@ shown .
in figure 13 and tables 4 and 5.

REsums

The results are presented both in graphical and tabular form in
figures 13 to 16 and tables kto 7. For purposes of presenting flow-
calibration curves for the metering element plots of ~/AF against Pm

were accomplished for the two temperatures at which tests were made
(figs. 14 and 15). The effect of pressure upon the viscosity of air
for the two temperature conditions is demonstrated in figure 13 by
plotting KA/L against l/Pm, wherein the values for the viscosity of

. air substituted into Darcy’s law were those at atmospheric pressure.
Finally, computed values for the viscosity of air for the range of

—
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pressures of these tests are shown in figure 16 compared with data for
the viscosity of nitrogen taken from reference 8.

-.:

As was previously mentioned the initial objective of these tests .P
was to investigate the possibilities of a yorous medium to serve as a
flow-metering element capable of calibration to 0.1 to 0.2 Tercent. Prob- —
ably the primary factor encountered during these tests to prevent attain-
ment of such an accuracy was the inability to maintain absolutely, steady,
predetermined temperatures. The greatest such variation in temperature
occurred.during the low-temperatureruns, where no means of controlling

—

thermal conditions was provided. Within the range of these runs, the
viscosity of air is known to vary approximately 1 percent. The thermal
expansion of the Alundum material, which affects the size of the pores,

.

alters the permeability by approximately 0.06 percent, based on the
increase in Kliq with temperature, as indicated in figure 13. This

latter factor is relatively small and could be ignored. The effect on
the results due to the variation in viscosity over the temperature range
of these tests is of sufficient magnitude to introduce a serious incom-
parability into the results for &/AP. No such inconsistenciesare

involved in the computations for KA/L since the viscosity, corrected
for the temperature, is introduced into Darcy’s equation to compute
this term. In many cases the possible disagreement in values of QmlAP 4

due to inability to operate at constant temperatures is eliminated or
reduced by averaging the results for runs made at constaht press~e,

.—

but different temperatures. The mean temperature of operation for the
..

low-temperature runs appears to be approximately 75° F. Only in isolated
cases does the average temperature of operation at any pressure vary
seriously (in excess of 3° F) from this mean. Notable exceptions are
the runs at kOO and 800 pounds per square inch absolute and several runs
at low pressures (runs 1-1, 1-3, l-~, and l-l-l). The net effect of this
temperature variation on the curve for Q#l? against Pm for the 10w-

tempersture runs can be predicted to be a maximum possible error of
0.2 percent, if the mean temperature of operation is considered to be-
75° F. This type of error is considered negligible in the case of the
high-temperature runs because of the better control over the tem~erature.
In any event no similar incompatibilitiesexe involved in the curves
for KA/L against l/Pm.

—

METERING OF GASES WITHA POROUS MEDIUM

The operation of the experimental apparatus during the tests of
the present investigation appears to indicate that an element of stable
porous substance with large area and small thickness will serve ideally

.

as a metering element. In a preliminary investigation, during which —
.
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. pried no data were recorded, a study was made to determine such fac-
tors as sensitivity, ease of control, steadiness of flow, and other
aspects important to flow metering. The ability of the porous element

. to reduce any pulsations in the gas flow appeared to be its greatest
virtue, a very important factor in accurate metering. At all normal
pressuxe differentials the flow was completely free of any such dis-
turbances, as indicated by the manometer. This property is manifested
by the ability of the apparatus to maintain, with steady gas flow,
absolutely constant manometer readings for indefinite periods of the.
Occasionally when tests were conducted at pressures below 30 pounds
per square inch absolute some fluctuation of the manometer columns was
noticed. This was attributedto the large rate of change of G&@

with Pm at these low pressures, combined with the inability of the
regulators to maintain constant pressures in this range. A slight
deviation in the mean pressure produced a considerable change in Qm.

Because of the linear characteristics of flow through the porous
metering element sensitivity and uniformity of control can be maintained
at all flow rates. This behavior is in contrast with that of the usual
type of flow meter that produces a pressure differential which is a
function of the flow rate squared. A serious disadvantage of this lat-b
ter type of instrument is the low sensitivity at small flow rates. A
further disadvantage is the manner in which the discharge coefficient
varies with the Reynolds number. Only at values of this parameter in
excess of approximately 100,000 does the coefficient of discharge of an
orifice-typ instrument remain essentially constant, decreasing rapidly
with lower Reynolds numbers. Because of the nature of the flow in this
region, calibration and use of such an instrument for low flow rates is
usually not advised. There appars to be no similar lower limit of
applicability of a porous metering element.

As a general comment, a porous metering element is at least as
difficult to calibrate as an orifice plate. The advantages of the for-
mer are recognized when operated as a laboratory instrument. Its flow
characteristics result in excellent range of operation, sensitivity, and
accuracy. Relatively little effort is required to manipulate the flow
rate because of the linear flow characteristics.

A more complete analysis of the abi~ty of this equipment to meter
gas can be obtained through reference to the graphical and tabular
results. The calibration curves, figures 14 and 15, indicate without
a doubt that satisfactory calibration curves can be obtained with normal
Laboratory techniques. The proximity of the experimental points to the
faired curves suggests that they can be used with considerable cotii-
dence. It is encouraging to note that the curves of K4/L against I/Pm

(fig. 13) are almost as equally smooth through the experimental points.
This form of cross plotting can be used to advantage, especially at the
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lower pressures, as a check against possible errors. At pressures below
approximately 75 pounds per square inch sbsolute the use of atmospheric
viscosity data will result in a straight-lineplot on this latter curye,
as originally shown by Klinkenberg.

The shapes of the calibration curves suggest that each metering
element of different permeability will possess an optimum pressure range
wherein better results should be expected. Referring to figure 14 it
is seen that at pressures below 50 pounds per square inch absolute the
slope of the curve is large, which indicates that the value of G&lAP

will vary substantiallywith small changes of Pm. This behavior imposes

the necessity of maintaining very accurate pressure regulation if this
element is to be utilized as a flow meter at these low pressures. In
contrast with this low-pressure behavior, the curve as,sumesa very small
slope at pressures greater than 300 pounds per square irichabsolute,
necessitating a high degree of accuracy for the flow-rate ~asurements,
as compared with the accuracy required for the pressure measurements.
For this particular element it would appear that it could be used with
best results within the pressure range of 50 to 300 pounds per square
inch absolute. As a general rule it maybe stated that as the calibra-
tion curve approaches the Qm/AP-axis precautio~” should be taken in the
measurement of pressure; as the curve approaches the Pm-axis emphasis_

should be placed on precision of flow-rate determinations.

With reference to figure 1 it can be show that this optbnun range
for measurements will shift toward regions of higher pressure as the
permeability of the porous substance decreases. It was seen previously
that the slope of the curve of K against l]Pm was constant and increased

with reduced pore size or increased mean free path. Thus an element of
lower permeability will produce a calibration curve with a greater slope
at high pressures, but at the same time increasing the slope of the curve
at the lower pressures. Although the element employed in these tests
appeared to produce satisfactory results from 16 to 850 pounds per square
inch absolute, undoubtedly better results could have been obtained by
the use of several elements of different permeability.

The ability of this apparatus to reproduce its results is best @non-
striatedby reference to the data in table 4 for the low-temperaturetests.
At all mean pressures of 40 pounds per square inch absolute, and greater,
two or more runs were made at varying flow rates, with the plotted results
being the average of all the runs at that particular pressure. ‘Thecon-
sistency of the results at any pressure can be evaluated by observing the
variation in the values of ~lAP and KA/Li. It can be seen that the

most consistent results are found in the range 100 to 300 pounds per
square inch absolute. At 300 pounds per square inch absolute six runs
(runs 47-52) were accomplished with a maximum spread of 0.3 percent in

.

.—
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the values of ~lAP and 0.6 percent in the values of KA/L. The

probable deviation for these results is 0.08 and 0.16 percent, respec-
tively, for the two values in question. Below 100 or above 300 pounds
per square inch absolute the results are not so consistent in several
instances. At 600 pounds per square inch absolute (runs 63 to 69) a
total spread of 1.5 percent in the values for both ~/AP and KA/L

iS found. The probable error in this case is 0.4 percent for both
quantities. Similarly poor results were recorded at 75 pounds per
square inch absolute (runs 23 to @) which show a probable error of
0.35 percent. The probable error for most of the remaining groups of
observations is 0.2 percent or less. It is entirely probable that a
portion of these errors was introduced because of the lack of absolute
temperature controls.

The validity of Darcy’s law was verified to the extent of the flow
capabilities of the volumetric displacement tank. These results are
presented in table 6. Runs were made at pressure differentials up to
approximately 24 pounds per square inch. Greater pressure drops were
not attempted because of the possibility of rupturing the thimble. It
can be seen from these results that the values of ~/Al? are essentially

, constant, except for several of the “values near the maximum flow rates.
It is probable that the results at these large pressure differentials
are somewhat in error because of the necessity of observing the manomter

. by eye, since the differentials were beyond the range of the cathetometer.
This reduction in the values of ~/.4P at the higher flow rates may also
be attributed”to some oversized capillaries in the Alundwn. Such a dis-
parity in the pore size suggests the obvious conclusion that eddies have
developed in these larger capillaries, thus reducing the net value of ~

for any pressure differential. The maximum Reynolds number computed for
these tests was 0.0?73, indicating that the flow did not depart from the
laminar regime, as shown in figure 5. Extrapolation of these results
shows that this particular element will pass 130 pounds of air per hour
at these conditions of temperature and pressure before approaching the
limit of Darcyrs law. The capacity of the element increases as the mean
pressure increases, this capacity being predictable for any conditionby
computing the flow to give a Reynolds number of 0.2.

As a summary to the preceding statements it may be concluded that a
porous metering element is capable of calibration to 0.1 percent within
a range of pressures peculiar to the particular substance employed.
Beyond this range the requirements for high precision of flow-rate meas-
urement at the high pressures and for high precision of pressure measure-
ment at the low pressures will make accurate calibration difficult. This
difficulty u-y be averted by employing a number of elements of different

. permeabilities, each operated only within its optimum pressure range.
The calibration of a group of elements under these conditions will require

.
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considerably less effort than attempting to-calibrate a single element
.-

over a large range of pressure because of the more consistent results
.

probable in the former case. Difficulties‘necessitatedby
bration will be counteracted by the stability of the flow,
cision, and excellent control characteristics. The linear
of flow rate on pressure drop is an invaluable asset.

APPLICATION OF FLOW OF GAS THROUGH POROUS MEDIUM

DETERMINATION OF VISCOSITY OF GAS

the cali-
high pre-
dependency

TO

The Klinkenberg effect for the flow of gas through a porous sub-
stance has been discussed in the section entitled “Permeability of
Porous Medium to Gases.” It will be recalled that the present author
showed both analytically and exp&imentally that the permeability of
a porous medium to any gas can be expressed by the relationship

[1K = Kliq 1 + (b/Pm) , the symboIs being as Iisted. Such a relation-

.

ship immediately implies that K should vary a,sthe reciprocal mean
pressure, and this hypothesis has been well-substantiated by several 4.

investigations.

The behavior of K with Pm just described permits the deter- —

mination of the constant b with reasonable accuracy. If values for
K are computed from experimental-flow results and atmospheric-viscosity
data the points will plot as a straight line on a plot of Kagainst l/Pm

at low pressures and will commence to fall away from this line at higher
pressures. This effect is illustrated in figure 13. It is seen therein

.

that at mean pressures above approximately 100 pounds per square inch
absolute the use of such viscosity data warps the cizrvedownward from
the projected straight line. This indicates that the atmospheric data
employed should be corrected for the influence of pressure beyond”this

.

point. Below this pressure the viscosity is apparently unaffected by
the.gas pressure and a valid straight line can be drawn through the
points. The dashed projections of the straight segments of the curves
indicate their predicted appearance if’correct viscosity data had been
employed at the higher pressures.

For purpuses of determining this probable correct viscosity the
.—

equation of flow through a porous medium can be written in the form:

m

(17)
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. The values Kli@L and b are

sections of the pro~ected curves

readily determined from the inter-

obtained at very low pressures with
the ordinate and-from the slopes. Thus at the lower temperature,.

:= ’’’””t+%$)
and at the higher temperature,

27

(18)

(19)

Inasmuch as ~#@ is shownas a function of Pm in figures lhand 15,
equations (17) and (18) actually give the viscosity as a function of the
mean pressure. Upon substitution of the commensurate values into these

. equations the viscosity data shown in figure 16 and table 7 were obtained.

The accuracy of these viscosity data cannot be confirmed since no
. similar data can be located in the”literature for comparison purposes.

The results of Michels and Gibson for nitrogen gas (reference 8), shown
also in figure 16, were obtained in 1931 by means of a capillary-type

. viscosimeter. Since the behavior of air is generally similar to that
of nitrogen, it might be expected that the cuhve shapes should he
similar. The curves in figure 16 show that the data for these low-
temperature tests are not corroborated by the data of Michels and Gibson
at the higher pressures. The curve for nitrogen at 770 F indicates an
increasing viscosity-pressure coefficient at these pressures, in con-
trast with the decreasing trend of this coefficient for air found from

‘ these tests.

The above discussion suggests that the results found for the vis-
cosity of air at 75~ F are probably in some error at pressures over
500 pounds per square inch absolute. There is apparently no argument
to refute the viscosity values found for the high-temperature tests.
Several investigators, working with different gases, have shown that
the viscosity-pressure coefficient approaches linearity as the tempera-
ture is increased. Recent data obtained by Sage and Lacey for methane
(reference 9) show that at 100° F this gas produces a viscosity-pressure
curve that is sllghtly concave downward, while at 220° F the relation-

. ship is essentially linear, for pressures below 1000 pounds per square
inch absolute. Earlier data by Phillips (reference 10) indicate that
the viscosity of carbon dioxide is a linear function of pressure in the

-
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temperature range 68° to 104° F and at pressures below the critical
value. Additional information is given in reference 11. All data in
the literature indicate that the slope of the viscosity-pressure curve
decreases as the temperature is increased. It is seen in figure 16
that the data from these tests at 517° F agree with the general trends
mentioned above.

.

.
.

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON PERMEABILIICYOFALUNDUM

The thermal effects on the Alundum employed as the metering element
can be demonstrated by reference to figure 13. It can be seen that the
true permeability of this substance at approximately 517° F is 2.79 per-
cent higher than the corresponding value at approximately 75° F. If
the flow is assumed to be proportional to the mean pore diameter squared,
and the pores are assumed to increase in proportion to the temperature
increase, then this increase in

.-
Kliq

—
with temperature is equivalent

to a thermal expansion of 0.000034 per OF. The specifications for the ‘
Alundum indicate a thermal coefficient of approximately 0.~0004 per ‘F,
or approximately one-tenth of the apparent value. These values suggest
that the permeability of Alundum increases considerably more with tem-

.

perature than is indicated by the thermal-expansion characteristics.
Calhoun and Yuster predicted an increase in permeability with tempera- .

ture, but found experimentally that the permeability of silica cores
was unchanged with water in the range 0° to 60° C. For an equal tem-
perature range Alundum would show only a 0.7-percent increase in perme- “
ability, which is comparable with the accuracy of their results. It iS
entirely possible that the small temperature.range covered by these
authors did not permit an evaluation of this effect. This analysis
appears to indicate that the expansion characteristics of a porous
material will not serve as criteria for predicting the change of perme-
ability with temperature. The results of Calhoun and Yuater, Gmberg
and Nissan, and of these tests suggest that ‘eachporous substance may
have a permeability-temperaturecharacteristic peculiar to that material.

The shapes of-the two curves in figure 13 substantiate the hypoth-
esis of Klinkenberg that the constant b in the equation

K = Kliq~ + (bhn~ is a function of the mean free path of the gas.

Molecular density of an unconfined gas decreases with temperature, and
the kinetic theory shows that the mean free path is inversely propor-
tional to the density. A qualitative discussion of this influence is
not possible because of the complexity of the combined effects of tem-
perature upon viscosity, coefficient of friction, and the radiua of the
capillaries.
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CONTAMINATION OF POROUS METERING WTERIAL

In experimentation involving porous metering materials considerable
care must be exercised in maintaining the interstices free of contam-
inants. Any substance that is allowed to enter the capillary passages
will have a plugging effect that will result in a reduction of the
porosity of the metering material. The two most serious offenders in
this respect appear to be liquids and small particles, such as dust,
that may pass through the fluid system and be collected by the porous
substance. Owing to the great absorptive ability of materials that 1
are suitable for porous metering elements, contamination due to liquids
undoubtedly presents the greatest problem. It is doubtful that dry
dust particles can reduce the effective flow area of a large thimble.
Inasmuch as the interstices of any porous metering substance will be of
the order of a 10-micron diameter, the entrance of dust particles into
the minute passages appears unlikely.

During these tests the filtering and drying assembly was maintained
in position at all times to eliminate contamination of the thimble by
any substance entrained in the air. The data shown in figure X2 and

. tables k to 6 were taken without removal of either the thimble or the
filtering unit for inspection or servicing. During this period it is
estimated that a minimum of 10,000 cubic feet of air was passed through.
the thimble. At frequent intervals the calibration at 100 pounds per
square inch absolute was checked to ascertain the possibility of changing
flow characteristics of the Alundum. These check runs produced data that
were as consistent as the data from the original series of runs at this
pressure that were taken over a period of several days early in the
program. This type of measure appeared to be the most appropriate for
indicating possible plugging of the thimble.

Upon completion of the tests the Alundum thimble was removed for
visual inspection. The original white surface of the thimble was found
to be discolored by corrosion particles from the inside surface of the
metering case. The corrosion of the metal surface was attributed to a
small quantity of =rcury that had accidentally entered the metering
system from the manometer prior to co?mnencementof the test runs.
Although an attempt was made immediately to remove this mercury, appar-
ently a sufficient quantity adlered to the metal to result in mild cor-
rosion during the test program. Inasmuch as the metering case material
was stainless steel, the corrosion probably occurred during the high-
temperature runs, when the assembly was,heated to temperatures as high
as 8000 F.

. The contamination mentioned above was in no manner superficial inas-
much as repeated .scrubbingswith various solvents failed to remove the

.
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discoloration. Regardless of the nature of the contamination, it intro- I*
duced no discrepancies into the test results within the limitations of
the instruments. This experience indicatesthat a moderate amount of

.

dry foreign substance can be tolerated in the flow system without . .

altering the calibration characteristics of the porous substance.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn from an investigation of the
use of a consolidated porous wdium for measurement of flow rate and

—

viscosity of gases at elevated pressures and temperatures.

1. A single Alundw porous element can be calibrated to meter gas
with an accuracy between 0.1 and 0.2 percent over an optimum range of
mean-flow pressures peculiar to the permeability of the substance.

2. At mean pressures outside of this optimum range the calibration
accuracy will diminish because of the requirements of high-precision

—

measurements of either flow rate or mean pressure. .

3. Precision gas-flow measurements over a wide range of pressure
can be expeditiously accomplished by the use of .sseries of porous ele-
ments, each operated within its optimum pressure range.

.

4. The use of a porous medium as a gas-metering device offers
several attractions, such as linear control characteristics, low pres-
sure drop, uniform flow, and accuracy$ that make it a valuable labora-
tory instrument.

5. The results of gas-flow tests on a porous medium canbe applied
.tocompute the viscosity of the flowing gas over a range of pressures
and temperatures corresponding to those of the flow tests.

6. The present laboratory procedures and equipment, which were
developed primarily for flow-metering purposes, should be modified if
utilized solely for viscosity measurements. S’uchmodifications and the
perfection of laboratory techniques will probably permit rapid and
accurate gas-viscosity determinations over wide ranges of temperature

.

and pressure.

University of California
Berkeley, Calif., October 9, 1950 ..

.

.
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TABLE l.- PRESSURE, SPECJI’IC VOLUME, AND TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS FOR AIR

c 1Values taken from reference 5

Prefisure

(psia)

25

50

75

100

150

200

300

400

500

750

1000

. ,

7.845

3.921

2.613

1.973

1.304

.9774

.&

.4865

.m7

.25?5

.1937

130° F

8.737

4.368

2.912

2.183

1.4s6

l.ogl

.7274

.5454

.436s

.s12

.2189

Specific VOIUW (cu ft/lb ) at -

19@ F

9.628

4.815

3.210

2.409

1.606

1.2Q5

.8o36

.6033

.4832

.3231

.2434

?50°F

LO.52

5.261

3.509

2.633

1.756

1.318

.8802

.6612

.5298

.3548

.2675

310° F

11.41

5.707

3.807

2.856

1.906

1.431

.9558

,.7183

.5759

.3859

.2912

>
● ✌

370° F

12.30

6.153

4.loh

3.080

2.056

1.544

1.031

.7753

.6217

.4169

.3147

}30°F

:3.19

6.599

4.401

3.303

2.205

1.636

1.107

.8323

.667’2

.4475

.3380

190° F

L4.08

7.044

4.699

3.526

2.354

1.768

1.182

.8840

.7126

.4783

.36u

550° F

14.97

7.490

4.996

3.750

2.503

1.880

1.256

.9W

.7579

.5087

.3840

-
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Pressure

(psia)

14.i’

25

50

100

200

300

400

5(XI

600

700

800

900

1000

. .

TABIE 2.- ImSITYm MERCuRY COBRELX!ED FOR DENSTFY OF AIR

Density (g/cc) at -

69.8° F

13.5422

13.5414

13.5394

13.5355

13.3277

13.5199

13.5119

13.5039

13.4961

13.4881

13.4804

13.4721

13.4639

71.6o F

13.5397

13.5389

13.5370

13.5330

13.5252

13.5174

13.5095

13.5016

13.438

13.4858

13.4781

13.4699

13.4616

73.4° F

13.5373

13.5365

13.5345

13.5307

13.5229

13.5150

13.5070

13.4994

13.4916

13.4836

13.4761

13.4679

13.4596

75.2° F

13.53M3

13.5340

13.5321

13.5282

13.5204

13.5125

13.5048

13.4978

13.4893

13.4813

13.4738

13.4657

13.4573

77.0° F

13.5324

13.5316

13.5297

13.5259

13.5181

13.5101

13.5025

13.4949

13.4871

13.4791

1.3.4716

13.4635

13.4553

78.8° F

13.5299

13.5291

13.5272

13.5234

13.5156

13.5076

13.5001

13.4925

13.4848

13.4768

1304693

13.46i2

13.4531

80.6° F

13.5275

13.5267

13.52M

13.52M

13.5133

13.5052

13:4978

13.4902

13.4825

13.4746

13.4670

13.4590

13.4510

82.4° F

13.5250

13.5242

13.5223

13.51B5

13.5108

13.5033

13.4954

13.4878

13.h802

13.4723

13.4643

13.4567

13.440

84.2Q F

13.5zQ6

13.5218

13.5199

3.3.5161

13.5085

13.5010

13.4931

13.4855

13.4780

13.4700

13.4621

13.4545

13.446!3
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TABLE 3.- VISC!OSITYOF AIR’AT AT~mPHERICPRESSURE

[ 1Values taken from reference 7

Temperature Viscosity Temperature Vi6COSity
(°F) (micropoises) (OF) (micropoises)

32 170.9 4=64 273.3
50 175.9 482 277.0

180.8 300 280.6
z 185.6 518 284.2
104 190.4 336 287.7
122 195● 1 554 291.2
140 199.7 572 294.6
158 204.3 390 298.0
176 208.8 608 301.4
194 213.2 622”” 304.7
212 217.5 3Ci3.o
230 221.8 66!2 311.3
248 226.0

*O
314.6

266 230.2 698 317*9
284 234.4 716 321.2
302 238.5 734 324.5
320 242.5 752 327.7
338 2h6.5 770 330.9
356 250.5 788 334.0
374 254.4 806 337.1
392 258.2 824 3h.2
410 262.0 842 343.3
428 265.8 860 346.3
446 269.6 878 349.3

.

.

.

.
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●

mm

l-l

H
1-4
L5
L6

H
1-9
1-1o
l-n
l-li?
1-13
l-lk
I-H
1-16
1-17
l-la
l-lg
1.23
1-21
1-22
1-23’
1-24
1-25
1-26
l-a
l-a
1*
1-30

::2
1-33
1-34

Hz
1-57
1-39
1-39
1-40
1-41

h%
A&
1-45
1-46
1-47
1-M
L-%1
1-50
1-51
1-52
1-53
1-s4
1-s5
1-%
1-57
1-X
1-59
1-60
1-6L
1-62
1-63

1-65

:$
1-6s
M9
1-70
l-n
1-72
1-73
1.74
l-n
1-76
l-n
1-78
L--p
L-&
L-2L.
142
1-23
1-94
1-25

(s%
16.17
16.26
17.14
17.8.L
IEi.&
20.M
a.n

%+?
24.n

2:

w
40.ciJ

%%’

%%
g:

&l:ca
mm

;::
77.03
75.00

Hi’
lm.o

m.o
lw.o
lm.o
100.0
lIIJ.O
m.o

%:
Uo.o
ao.o
2U0.O
m.o
2m. o

5W.O
503.0
500.0
503.0

g:;

aio

t%’
6Q0.O
7W.O
703.0
7W.O
700.0
iuo.o
7m.o
903.0
30J.o
%Xio
?03.0
300.0
300.0
350.0
1%.0
350.0
350.0

(%
TL.4

!%

;::
72.9
73.2
7’2.0

%
-(’lA
72.o
%.9

%:
74.8
7L8
73.2
77.2

:::
73.2
m.o

%

%:
75.h

%:

%:
73.6
73.6
73.6
73.6
73.6

%:
7h.8
76.9
7k.8

w

%
76.1
‘z6.1
78.2
mk

%

%:
80.0
00.0
n.8
‘i-l.2

z::

%!
73.6
73.6
73.6
73.6
75.0
73.6
73.6

%
?r.2
72.9

%
73.2
77.2
E..4

3%
S.Lag
%84u
6.591M
7.8651
5.6417
5J5U
?.06*
7.7511.
5.U54
6.Ku4
6.52k5
6.0427
6.73s3
7.3724
7.9163

2Fk
2.S’6A

22%

:%’
5.2k33
5.9L6S

;g
.

t;%’

;:%
6.~4T
6.9u.5

H%
9.=e9
4.0242

:%

l:db
2.-

2%1
l.oln
1.7m3
%5764
2.8454
3.8227
3:m&

1.5266
2.353J
3.1403

:?%
l.mm
1.56X

kg

:a%
l.=
1.4735
1.63?3
l.wa
2.2052
.6B

:%
.9-ET
1.1674
1.7-M
.5103
.5=09

:%
1.0414
Mg

.W6
1.=%
1.i78g

k.LC6
L2L4

Zz
8.476
9.9YI
7.0%
6.403
8.727
9.477
6.335
7.26s

kg
7.53h
8.530
9.17k

p%J

5:135
7A79

xi
5.8u
6.539

M?
9.k59
Lkoh
4.937
5.m
6.201
6.859
7.77
L&

::2

M%
5.7@
6.725
l.c?io

&Y
>.0s

?%
2.772
2.941
3.55k
*.W
.22455
1.565
2.k?
3.15%
.5493
.7412
1.06s
1.*
1.7h6
2.130
.555s

.T1.15
1.422
1.643
lwg
2.2U
.63w
.7W5
.&c%
.9794
LM9
1.730
.5210
.5172
.Kf13
.8247
1.039
1.263

:%
1.263
L477

x 1.31gx 10-3
L323
1.3X2
1.301
1.!zd6
1.%3

1.H2
1.156
LILs
l.m
LU!2
1.E%
1.L26

i%
1.U2

w
1.104
l.lu
1.L04
Lw
1.093
Lo?l

::%
1.0%
l-cm
LWJ
1.091
1.069
1.067
1.067
1.054
1.G51
1.254

l.ojj
1.0%
1.031
1.034
1.034
1.=
I.@

::%
1.0L9
1.017
Loll
Loll
1.014
Loll
1.o1o
1.Ln4
1.0L,5
1.0J3
La%
1.001
1.CCO
1.031
1.OX?
1.033
1.030
1.m2
1.033
1.M4
.993
.596
l.m
.9s8

%
l.m
.9%
.9%

(tilll= x feet)

5:
325.8
323.0

R:
312.O
X9.9
307.7
W5.2

%;
297A
Z5’4.1
2?8.0

2:;

2:
290.7
zeo.7
279.9
278.9

*:

%::

z:

%::
272.k

g:
273.5

$:
272.4
267.2

2:

z:

2;
20.3

%:

z:
259.6

z::
25s.0
257.0
2%.3
253.3
234.9
251.6
253.5
2X2.3
=53.5

E;
233.3
-.2
251.6
2%L7
L2&g.5
=%%5
2b9.5
251.6
2W.1
2k3.5
=1.6



TABLE 5.- E~L RE=lIES, HIGH- TEMPERATuRE TESTS

L@
m

Run
(pRa ) (% (Pfi) (CU I$sec)

Q&P
KA/L

(millidarcya X feet)

2-1 19.93 517.0 9.8371 0.8911 x 10-3 0.906 x 10-3 352.3

2-2 Pa.ok 517.2 15.530 I..36o .876 340.1

2-3 27.36 516.7 22.817 1.94+ .852 331.0

2-4 32.84 516.0 .5.7998 .4793 .826 320.9

2.5 43.35 516.0 7.5385 .5947 .789 306.8

2-6 50.00 516.3 8.0352 .6263 .779 302.8

2-7 67.83 516.0 6.4859 .4901 .756 293.7

2-8 104.6 516.2 7.6857 .5647 .735 285.4

2-9 200.0 516.0 6.2597 .4443 .710 . 275.8

2-1o 3C0.9 516.8 2.69(3J ..1890 .701 272.5

2-11 506.9 516.0 1.3109 .G9092 .694 269.5

2-12 752.4 516.0 1.2047 ,0%287 .689 267.1

‘+s9--’

. . ,
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3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6
3-7
3-8
3-9
3-1o
3-11
3-12
3-13
3-14
3-15
3-16
3-17
3-18
3-19
3-20
3-21
3-22

TABLE6.-EXFIRIMENTAL RESUII’S,LINEMITY OF I?ARCYiS LAW

(Pta)
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
Woo

73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2
73.2

(:i)

2.953
3.934
4.879
5.867
6.816
7.878
8.924
9.861
11.13
11.25
12.23
12.86
13.54
14.61
15.25
16.38
17.42
17.52
17.88
17.98
19.86
23.67

Qm
(cu ft/see)

3.340x 10-3
4.445
5.520
6.636
7*730
8.918
10.08
u. 16
12.47
12.70
13.82
14.58
15.40
16.53
17.21
18.51
19.72
19.70
19.95
20.20
22.44
26.63

C&@

1.131x 10-3
1.130
1.131
1.131
1.134
I.132
1.130
1.132
1.131
l.u?g
1.130
1.133
1.138
1.132
lug
1.130
1.132 ~
1.X25
1.IJ6
1.124
1.lB
L 125

Reynolds
number

0.00470
.00623
.00775
●c@3q
.0108
.0125
.0141
.0157
● Oln
.0178
.0194
.0204
.oa6
.0232
.0242
.0260
.0276
.0276
.0280
.0284
.0315
.0373
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TmLE 7e- VISCOSITYOF AIR

viscosity
Pressure (micropoises) at -
(psia)

75° F 517° F

100 182.9 284.o

200 185.7 285.0

300 187.7 285.3

400 189.4 286.0

500 190.7 286.8

600 192.0 287.0

700 192.8 287.8

800 193.4 288.4

900 193.7 -----
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LOW-PERMEABILITY
SUBSTANCE

fLIQ.2 -=5=’

.

RECIPROCAL MEAN PRESSURE

Figure 1.- Reciprocal mean pressure against permeability for high- and
low-permeability substances.

.

. RECIPROCAL MEAN PRESSURE

Figure 2.- Reciprocal mean pressure against permeability for high and
low mean free paths.
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Figure 5.- FYiction factor against Reynolds number.
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1’TO MANOMETER

E

1
Figure 9.- Adapter for thermocouple

.
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.

and manometer connection,
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Figure 10. - High-pressure manometer.
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Figure 11. - Schematic flow diagram.
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Figure 12. - Deviatlon from perfect gas as characterized by Beattie-

Bridgemsn equation of state. Medium uaed is air. p. = P/m.
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Figure 13.- Effect of pressure on viscosity of air. Experimental Points . E

Cmputed from atmospheric viscosity data.
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Figure 14.- Callbration curie for air from 71° to 80° F.
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Figure 15.- Calibration curve for air from 516° to 518’J F.
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51

Figure 16.- Viscosity of air. Data for nitrogen from Michels and Gibson
(reference 8) shown for comparison. “,-
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